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Until the spring of 1915 General von Falkenhayn, the German chief of staff, had denied Hindenburg's requests for large reinforcements, thus blocking all plans for a major thrust in the east. The inconclusive nature of the campaign in France, the patent military impotence of Turkey, which had entered the war at the end of Octo-berr 1914, the Dardanelles expedition that began in the middle of March, 1915, and, above all, the desperate plight of Austria forced von Falkenhayn reluctantly to yield to Hindenburg. Spurred by the fall of Przemysl, the Russians had resumed in March their offensive in the Carpathians. An invasion of the plains of Hungary, the granary of the central Powers, coinciding with the anticipated outbreak of war between Austria and Italy, might well have precipitated the military collapse of the Dual Monarchy. This eventuality had to be prevented at all cost. In the second half of April, at the very time Emperor Nicholas was making his triumphal tour of Galicia, eight German divisions were brought in great secrecy from France to the Cracow region. These troops, commanded by Mackensen and supported by the Austrians, launched on May 1, N.S., a formidable offensive on a fifty-mile front south of the Dunajec. A four-hour artillery bombardment on a scale the Russians had never experienced before (even though its intensity was less than that customary on the western front) and massive attacks, for the first time in the war, of the German air force paved the way for the break-through at Gorlice. The army of Radko Dmitriev, which held that sector, fell back in great confusion, wThole units surrendering to the enemy. The Germans exploited their success skillfully. They pursued the Russians relentlessly in Galicia, and there was marked intensification of warlike activities along the entire nine hundred miles of the front, particularly on the Baltic littoral; the resulting uncertainty as to where the next blow would come worked against a rational distribution of Russian troops. The Franco-British offensive in Flanders and at Artois launched in the first half of May, partly in response to a plea by the Grand Duke Nicholas Nikolaevich, and Italy's declaration of war on Austria-Hungary (May 23, N.S.) brought no appreciable relief to the hard-pressed Russians. By the end of May their armies had withdrawn behind the San and the Dniester; Przemysl was evacuated on June 3, N.S., and Lemberg on June 22, N.S.
Having cleared practically the whole of Galicia of the enemy,

